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IRON ORE AGREEMENTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2011 

Third Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [2.57 pm]: As I was saying before question time, we have seen a movement 
in the royalty flow into the state Treasury since 2008–09 to 2011–12 from $3.4 billion up to $4.8 billion, 
inclusive of the expected extra royalties that will flow from the passage of this legislation. That is a significant 
increase in a short amount of time, but overall the slice of the revenue pie made up by royalties is basically the 
same; there is a slight movement up from 17 per cent to 19 per cent. As I was also saying, one of the things that 
these two pieces of legislation do to the BHP bill is to mop up, if you like, some land-use issues around the now-
defunct hot briquetted iron plant. It is worth just going back. The HBI plant of course had a controversial end to 
its existence. I want to quote a short passage from a book written by the journalists Peter Thompson and Robert 
Macklin called The Big Fella: The Rise and Rise of BHP Billiton. In the book they refer to the explosion at, and 
the closure of, the HBI plant. This is in a chapter entitled “Digging Deeper”. This is quite an interesting book, it 
outlines the rise and rise of BHP from its formation in the early 1880s through to current times, and indeed 
highlights the fact that in many regards BHP is lucky to be where it is after its very early days as a small tin 
operation in Broken Hill. I quote from page 379 — 

Then, at midnight on 20 May, an explosion ripped through the Boodarie HBI plant at Port Hedland 
while a group of maintenance workers were cleaning a reactor. The gas flare-up turned the reactor into 
an inferno and four men were severely burned. The Royal Flying Doctor Service mobilised four aircraft 
to evacuate the injured to Royal Perth Hospital, where one of them, James Wadley, died the following 
day. 

The West Australian Government demanded an urgent meeting with BHP Billiton to discuss safety 
issues, while the Australian Workers Union called for a wide-ranging audit of the plant, BHP Billiton 
suspended its HBI operations—again—and replied that it would have to consider closing them down 
permanently. 

That certainly saw the end of the HBI plant at Port Hedland—a tragic end to certainly a controversial operation. 
This book, which gives a very good history of BHP Billiton, highlights the fact that the Boodarie HBI plant was 
a massive cost to BHP, and consecutive CEOs who came through the company regularly had to make significant 
write-offs to the plant, before ultimately it was closed. It is an interesting book, as I have said. It highlights the 
role that BHP has played in Australia, and its significant position on not only the Australian landscape but also 
now very much the international landscape, from its very humble beginning in the early 1880s, until now. It also 
highlights how the form of the company has changed over the years, from a public listing that was limited at 
16 000 shares at £19 each, through to now a multibillion-dollar international corporation. 

In question time today, some comments were made by the Treasurer about the minerals resource rent tax. I think 
most of the comments that he made were comments with which the entire house would be in agreement. The 
Treasurer referred in particular to the secret meeting between the federal government and Xstrata, BHP and Rio 
Tinto that ultimately resulted in the form of the MRRT that passed through the House of Representatives this 
morning.  

At page 66 of today’s The Australian Financial Review there is quite a useful article by Katie Walsh. The article 
contains a graph that highlights the growth in mineral profits before tax and royalties, and also total mineral tax 
and royalties as a share of mineral profits. The reason I referred earlier to the change in the amount of revenue 
coming into the Western Australian Treasury from royalties in the short period between 2008–09 and 2011–12 is 
highlighted in this graph. The graph is certainly worth a look. In 2001–02, total mineral tax and royalties as a 
share of mineral profits was about 46 per cent. From 2001–02 through to 2008–09, that declined considerably to 
about 13 or 14 per cent; the graph is a bit rough. That has obviously been driven by a huge increase in the profits 
made by companies. Obviously, in the case of Western Australia, that is the iron ore companies. Certainly, as 
both the Treasurer and the Premier have said, the right of a state government to judge and implement its own 
royalty rates is absolute, and I think that is a fundamental reality that the federal government will have to grapple 
with over the years ahead. 

I want to make one comment about the frustration that has been expressed by some of the smaller miners. David 
Flanagan in particular at Atlas Iron has been very vocal, as has Mike Young at BC Iron. Andrew Forrest at 
Fortescue Metals Group has also been vocal, but certainly his company cannot be described as a junior any 
more. The article in today’s Fin Review by Katie Walsh I think is very good and outlines that frustration. It refers 
to the RSM Bird Cameron report, as well as the University of Western Australia report that was commissioned 
by the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies some time ago now. The frustration that I have had as 
a state member of Parliament is getting to the reality of what impact the MRRT will have on those companies. 
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The problem that we have when various analyses come out, whether they are by RSM or UWA, is that they are 
based on the publicly available information. Of course, because of the nature of the confidential arrangement that 
was entered into with BHP, Rio Tinto and Xstrata, not much of that information is publicly available. Therefore, 
we will not know whether what Andrew Forrest is saying is true, what the Premier is saying is true and what the 
Minerals Council of Australia is saying is true until the tax is in operation. I must admit that that has been a point 
of some frustration for me, as a state member of Parliament, in trying to get my head around what the actual 
impact in reality will be on the junior sector. So I do share, I must admit, some of the frustration that has been 
expressed by David Flanagan in that regard. 

I want to focus now on two different areas. The first is the local industry participation benefits plan and the 
community development plan. I do note that the McGowan clause in respect of the participation benefits plan 
was referred to yesterday. That clause will be of use, particularly because it will enable the Premier to table the 
plan in Parliament and therefore allow not just members of Parliament, but, more broadly, the Western 
Australian public, to review the plan. The fundamental problem that the juniors have with the MRRT is the fact 
that so much of the information that they consider important with regard to how the MRRT will impact on them 
was kept confidential. 

Mr M. McGowan: They are good at hiding things! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Absolutely. That is the same issue that we have here. We can have plans. But until those 
plans are made public and therefore open to public scrutiny and accountability, how effective will they be? I 
endorse the comments made by the member for Rockingham when he took ownership of the McGowan 
clause — 

Mr M. McGowan: Modestly!  

Mr B.S. WYATT:   —modestly—in the current legislation. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: People will talk about the McGowan clause for years to come, I think! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: His biggest impact on public policy, the McGowan clause! The member for Rockingham can 
retire happy with the McGowan clause. Hopefully we will get to see a McGowan clause in its reality at some 
point or other as well.   

Mr M. McGowan: It will be speaking to us! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I look forward to future members of Parliament touring the Pilbara and BHP’s new 
multibillion-dollar outer harbour on one of those Chamber of Minerals and Energy tours, and whoever the new 
CEO of BHP is talking about the McGowan clause!  

Mr C.J. Barnett: Perhaps they will rename McCamey’s Monster! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: McGowan’s monster! In fact, that is probably how this new clause in this state agreement act 
is being referred to right now in the halls of BHP and Rio Tinto—McGowan’s monster, thanks to Mr McGowan! 
It did not end up in the Roy Hill legislation, but it certainly has ended up in this legislation that BHP and Rio 
Tinto will now have to wear, certainly as a badge of honour. There is no doubt they will wear it as a badge of 
honour. They have always taken their community obligations seriously. 

Before question time, I was talking about the community development plan, and I was making the point that 
companies such as Ngarda Civil and Mining, and hopefully other contractors that employ large numbers of 
Aboriginal people, should be able to tap into what the community development plan will produce. Companies, in 
this case Rio and BHP, but hopefully many other corporations going forward, will now be required to produce 
development plans to achieve community participation in the benefits of what is an incredibly high investment 
by both BHP and Rio Tinto.  

I have not said much about the Rio bill, because that was covered by the member for Rockingham and other 
speakers. That bill will allow the government to remove out of the forward estimates the cost—from memory, 
some $300 million-plus—of the Karratha desalination plant, plus ongoing subsidies for that desalination plant, 
and Rio will now give up its right to, I think, 10 gigalitres of water from Millstream water and go ahead with the 
Bungaroo bore field near Pannawonica. It will build a pipeline through to Millstream to connect those two pieces 
of infrastructure. 

It is not that often that this sort of legislation comes to the house. Clearly the days of subsidies on fines are well 
and truly over. Indeed, the Premier gets a mention in this book. The opportunity that gave the Premier the chance 
to negotiate this outcome was not a joint venture. The Chinalco deal had fallen through. I quote from page 455 of 
this book — 
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BHP and Rio then announced they had signed a non-binding agreement to establish a production joint 
venture encompassing the entirety of both companies’ Western Australian iron-ore holdings. 

This is where our Premier comes in to the picture. It continues — 

The joint venture also angered the Western Australian State Government. Premier Colin Barnett, who 
had favoured the Chinalco deal, said the iron-ore venture was structured to avoid a $1 billion stamp-
duty bill. He warned the miners there was a ‘long way to go’ for them to clear regulatory hurdles, 
including approval from his government. 

Even the Premier gets a small but not insignificant mention in the history of the rise and rise of BHP. 

Mr M. McGowan: Did the McGowan clause get a mention in there? 

Mr B.S. WYATT: No, but I think, member for Rockingham, that is because — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I’m sure there’ll be a second volume! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: — this book was published in 2009, although I am sure there is a special extra chapter on the 
website that refers to the McGowan clause, its exclusion from the Roy Hill legislation in particular, and the 
outrage that the member for Rockingham had about that exclusion! Certainly, it is now included in these two 
bills. 

The opposition supports this legislation. The heavens have certainly opened for the Premier; of that there can be 
no doubt. The revenue flow to the state government from royalties will be strong for some time. It is even more 
remarkable in light of the assumptions made about the Australian dollar compared with the assumptions made in 
2008–09. I think it was about US91c or US92c then, whereas now I think it is close to $US1. I also thank the 
Premier for the briefing we received from the department. It was very thorough and enlightening. 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham) [3.11 pm]: I will speak briefly on the Iron Ore Agreements Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2011. We want to get this legislation through in the next little while so that it can find its way to 
the upper house to meet that house’s rather arcane requirements for dealing with legislation. We are keen to 
progress it. Of course, I am sure that BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto also are keen to have this legislation through as 
soon as possible. 

I take the opportunity of again welcoming the increase in royalty revenue for the state. I acknowledge that 
although there is some—the Premier does not like the word “redistribution”—reduction in other commonwealth 
money coming to the state as a consequence of a royalty increase, nevertheless it is still advantageous in the 
short term. The reduction in royalties, as I understand it, only ever equates to somewhere between 65 and 90 per 
cent of the royalty increase. In any event, there will be an ongoing upside for the state from a royalty increase, 
depending upon exactly by how much our money is reduced in the long term. But certainly in the first three to 
five years there will be a significant increase in income to the state from this increase in royalties. 

Some of the other provisions contained within the bill will enable in particular the expansion of BHP’s activities 
in the Pilbara. They are breathtaking in their scope and scale. BHP is a company of some magnitude that 
employs many Western Australians. Indeed, my father was once employed by BHP in its Newcastle steelworks, 
so I have some sympathy or support for BHP because of that family connection of some 40 or so years ago. I 
would like it to be successful in its undertakings in Port Hedland. Again, I acknowledge that some of the water 
issues in the north of the state are being resolved as a consequence of the renegotiation of these agreements. 

I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without talking about some of the issues I heard raised on the radio this 
morning. I heard the Premier on talkback radio. It would be fair to say that he copped a hard time from some of 
the talkback callers, and it would be fair to say that he was a bit snippy with some of the people who rang in and 
a bit aggressive with others. They called him only mild things such as a hypocrite. I did not think it was that 
rough, but he took it very badly. He did not seem to enjoy it. He savaged John, or whoever it was, who called 
him a hypocrite. Poor old John was on the receiving end of a nasty spray from the Premier. Then 
Geoff Hutchison copped it as well. Geoff was very harsh on him; he was very aggressive with the Premier. It 
was great; I enjoyed listening to it. Geoff really took it up to the Premier, and the Premier fired back with all 
those cylinders that we experience in this place every day. Indeed, we experienced that during question time 
once again today. He was leaning over the desk and glowering at the Leader of the Opposition, because the 
opposition leader had the temerity to ask him a question. Every time I interjected with what I thought were quite 
reasonable and sensible statements, and even humorous ones at times—it is now on record that the Premier 
plagiarises what I have to say in any event—he attacked me. I want to address some of the things the Premier 
said this morning. I was in another meeting but I listened to the interview consequently. I made notes about some 
things, because the whole interview dealt with iron ore, which is the subject of the bill we are dealing with. The 
interview dealt with the iron ore issue in its federal context, and I want to deal with some of the things the 
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Premier had to say. He went on the attack at the outset about the deal with Mr Windsor and Mr Oakeshott. 
Indeed, I think he called Mr Oakeshott a strange individual or a strange unit or something of that nature. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: No; I called him a clown on Melbourne radio. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Premier might have called him a clown, but I think the Premier libelled him. The 
Premier said that his speech a year or so ago in which he decided which way to go was 23 minutes. I think it was 
only 17 minutes—it might have felt like 23! 

Mr J.M. Francis interjected. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It did feel like 23 minutes; I agree. People could tell that he was agonising; the whole 
country saw his agonising. I thought it made him a little human. The Premier libelled him by six minutes. Of 
course, the Premier attacked Mr Windsor and Mr Oakeshott—I think Mr Windsor is a pretty decent fellow and 
quite formidable in a lot of ways—and then he got into their requirements for a coal seam gas inquiry. I do not 
know much about coal seam gas, and I do not think it is that relevant in the Western Australian context. But I do 
know that if I owned land in New South Wales, I would want to make sure that fraccing underneath land was 
absolutely not going to cause issues in the future. If there are further assurances around the safety of future water 
supplies and the like, I think it is a reasonable thing to inquire into. The Premier went on to attack this new level 
of assessment by an independent scientific panel, which I had not heard of before, but the Premier had his 
arguments about it. I remind the Premier of one thing: in 1999 the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act was put together by Mr Howard and Mr Robert Hill, which allows inquiries into any activity 
by a state government to be undertaken. I have not heard the Premier attack that act. Mr Howard and Robert Hill, 
the then federal Minister for the Environment, put together the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act, which I think is far more pervasive than the one announced by the federal government. The 
Premier then said that the commonwealth has never been involved — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: The concern is the misuse of the act. I do not object to an environment and biodiversity act at 
the federal level, but I object to the misuse of the act. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Yes; okay. In any event, not meaning to use the word that John accused the Premier of on 
the radio —  

Mr C.J. Barnett: What—hypocrite? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Yes. I would not use such a word. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I was shocked. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I know. The Premier expressed his amazement quite aggressively towards him. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Had he called me a leprechaun, I would have really gone off! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I would have broken down in tears probably, yes! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: If the shoe fits! 

I respect the Premier’s knowledge about the history of mining. Admittedly, it is a dry subject but the Premier is 
knowledgeable about these things. The Premier said that as far as he was aware, the commonwealth has never 
been involved in the establishment of a mine. He has forgotten that prior to 1975 the Northern Territory was 
administered by the commonwealth and, of course, mines were established there. Although I respect the 
Premier’s knowledge of mining, once again he is out there. The Premier then went on to have a go at how it is all 
about Mr Swan. The Premier said Mr Swan does not like Western Australia. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: He doesn’t. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That did not stop the Premier from going to Mr Swan’s office for meetings about the 
minerals resource rent tax. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I never had a meeting in his office about the minerals resource rent tax. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Premier met him at Parliament House about the minerals resource rent tax. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: So what? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Premier had meetings with the federal Treasurer yet the Premier has been very 
aggressive about him. I know that the Premier was involved in quite intimate discussions about the resource 
super profits tax. 
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Mr C.J. Barnett: When Prime Minister Rudd and Treasurer Swan put the resource super profits tax on the table, 
I told them that I wouldn’t support it. That is the moment when it started to fall apart. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Was that at the initial meetings the Premier had with them? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: At the COAG meeting, yes. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: At the Council of Australian Governments meeting, but not at the meetings prior to that? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I had no meetings prior to that. 

Mr P. Papalia: Are you sure about that? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: As it was brought to COAG, there had been a submission by the Minerals Council. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms A.R. Mitchell): Could I interrupt briefly and advise the member for 
Rockingham that he should come back to the specific legislation rather than the broader topic. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: The meetings that I had with the Treasurer were primarily about the GST. He may have 
referred to it, but the point at which it was actually mentioned was at COAG and I said that Western Australia 
and I would not support it. Queensland indicated that they would and when I spoke to Anna Bligh, she changed 
her mind. Good decision, Anna. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: The member for Rockingham will go back to the bill. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am just responding to the Premier’s interjection. He interjected on me most rudely! 

I will refer to the Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Bill 2011. My understanding was that 
immediately prior to the national meeting back in March or April last year about the national health agreement, 
the Premier had a number of meetings in the offices of some senior ministers to discuss the then super resources 
profits tax before it was announced. Is the Premier saying that he did not? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I don’t know; they may have raised it, but if you are implying that somehow I sat down and 
discussed that in detail, no, I didn’t. The meetings I had with the Treasurer, which primarily were held here, were 
primarily about the GST issue. I don’t know what you’re trying to imply. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is just that I am advised that the Premier did have those meetings and that he advised 
them that he was of the view that his greatest concern was repaying the royalties to the mining companies. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: No, not at all. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Is the Premier saying that he did not say that? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Not at all. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I now ask that members return to the third reading debate. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Okay; the Acting Speaker is stopping us from having this debate. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you know what your problem is? 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, Premier! Members will go back to the speech of the member for 
Rockingham on the third reading. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Please tell me. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: One of your problems is that you have a minister like Hon Penny Wong, who went on national 
television and accused me of lying 11 times. That is one of the standard problems you have in Canberra. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I do not know anything about that. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: So I wrote to her and I said, “Dear Penny, I don’t lie”, but I never got a reply. That is one of 
the problems with the federal Parliament. The standard of the personal behaviour of ministers is appalling. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I will try one more time, members. The member for Rockingham will continue with 
his speech on the third reading. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: I am keen to discuss the Iron Ore Agreements Legislation Amendment Bill and in 
particular the increase in the royalty rate and the impact that will have on mining companies. As I said, I am 
supportive of the public of Western Australia receiving greater benefits from the mining industry and I think that 
the resolution of that issue is perhaps overdue and fortuitous in some ways. Good on the Premier for resolving it. 
However, it does, of course, bring into question the impact the federal changes will have on the royalty rate. It is 
in that context that I will talk a bit about some of the other things the Premier had to say about the Gorgon, for 
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instance. He said that we have not received the benefits from the Gorgon deal. Everyone who was involved in 
that matter, as I was, will understand that during the time of the former federal government under Mr Howard, 
we were told that there would be no benefit from and no money coming to Western Australia from the royalties 
produced by the Gorgon deal. We were told that, because the project was in commonwealth waters, it was 
commonwealth money. That was the advice Mr Howard gave to Dr Gallop. When Mr Rudd was elected, he 
promised a $100 million stream from the Gorgon project. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: We haven’t seen it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Of course not, because the Gorgon project has not started producing any royalties yet. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: We haven’t seen it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is what the Premier said on the radio this morning. That is a ridiculous statement. 
How can we receive the royalties when the project has not even started yet? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: We haven’t seen it. No commitment to pay it. We haven’t seen it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: Is that the Premier’s point? So when the Premier said that we have not been receiving the 
royalties, his point was actually that the — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I said that $100 million was promised but we haven’t seen it. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: How can we see it when it has not been produced yet? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I was making the point. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Premier attacked Penny Wong for accusing him of lying. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: On national television, and for refusing to have the integrity to apologise. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: The Premier attacks her for accusing him of lying but he went on the radio this morning 
and said that we have not received the royalties from the Gorgon project. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: No, I said that we haven’t received a dollar. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: How can we have received a dollar when the agreement, as the Premier knows, was that it 
would not be provided to us until the project started up? The project has not started and is not due to start until 
2014. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: We haven’t seen a dollar. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is a ridiculous statement. Can the Premier not see that that is a ridiculous statement? 

Mr C.J. Barnett: We have not seen a dollar for Browse or a dollar for the native title settlements. 

Mr M. McGOWAN: It is difficult to argue with people who are being deliberately obtuse. If the Premier wants 
to act in that manner, that is up to him. I am sure that the commonwealth will provide the money in due course, 
as it has committed to doing. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Has Abbott committed to it? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is a very good question. Has the Premier got a commitment from Mr Abbott? The 
commitment given by Mr Rudd in the lead-up to the 2007 election was that the state would receive the money 
when the project started producing income. As I recall, it was to be quarantined from the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission process. That is a pretty good deal. It is not as good a deal as the original deal on the North West 
Shelf, but it is not a bad deal and has not been done since. That was quite a good arrangement. That is a very 
interesting question that someone should pose to Mr Abbott. If in the next year or two he becomes the next 
Prime Minister of Australia—the opinion polls say that he will—will he adhere to that deal for Western 
Australia? That brings me to Mr Abbott’s commitment to wind back the minerals resource rent tax when it is 
passed by the Senate later today. That is absolutely ridiculous and he will not do it. We all know that he will not 
do it. I encourage my federal colleagues by saying that if that is his commitment, they should let him have it. If 
he becomes the Prime Minister, they should let him have it and let him find from somewhere else all that money 
that was to be voluntarily paid to the commonwealth by the mining companies. Federal Labor should let him 
have it if that is what he wants to do. He will do one of two things: either he will not introduce the legislation if 
he becomes Prime Minister or he will bring it in and ensure that it is defeated. In that way he will not have to 
deliver on that arrangement. It is time, I think, for people to increasingly put him under pressure on that matter. 

The big issue for Western Australia now is not the argument about whether the terms of the Gorgon deal have 
not actually been breached because it has not started producing any money yet; the big issue is about ensuring 
that we get our just deserts from the infrastructure fund. The infrastructure fund is the third leg of the outcome of 
the minerals resource rent tax. I think that the fund should be distributed to the states according to the 
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contribution they make. If Western Australia gets its share according to its contribution, we will receive a 
significant sum of money as a result. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: How much? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: As I understand it, the arrangement is $200 million a year. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: How far do you think that will go? 

Mr M. McGOWAN: That is what I am saying to the Premier. Perhaps the Premier should clarify, because I am 
unsure, whether that amount is based on our contribution to that fund. If Western Australia is producing between 
60 and 65 per cent of the minerals resource rent tax, we should get back between 60 and 65 per cent of the 
infrastructure fund. That is the best way of resolving some of these issues. Let us get our fair share of that fund 
because we all know and understand that we have big difficulties out there providing infrastructure. I heard in 
question time today a range of ministers discuss some of the issues surrounding infrastructure, quite unfairly, I 
thought, in some cases. The one I am particularly aware of is housing. There has never been a greater 
contribution from the commonwealth in providing housing. I think the infrastructure fund needs to be the issue 
that the state now concentrates on. We know there will be tax cuts for small business, and we know there will be 
an increase in superannuation for working people and people who have superannuation. We now want from this 
minerals resource rent tax our fair share of that infrastructure fund. Now that this matter has come to the 
Premier’s attention, it might be something he takes up, but that is where we should go.  

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Rockingham, I am now going to say that you need to come back to the 
third reading debate.  

Mr M. McGOWAN: I think I have made my point there, Madam Acting Speaker. In any event, I am sure that 
you will apply exactly the same rules to the Premier in his response to these matters. I would have liked to raise a 
range of other things in response to what the Premier had to say this morning on radio, but I will not say them 
now. I will say to him that this bill is good; there is more work to be done in the area of infrastructure. As I said, 
I was in the Mid West the other day, the Great Southern the weekend before and the Pilbara a couple of months 
ago. There are big infrastructure issues out there, and resolving those with the assistance of the commonwealth, 
not on a per capita basis for that infrastructure fund, but on a contribution basis, would be a fitting benefit to the 
state out of the minerals resource rent tax and would ensure that Western Australians actually receive a fair deal 
out of that tax.  

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Minister for State Development) [3.31 pm] — in reply: I thank members 
opposite for their support. The member for Victoria Park, who was strangely absent yesterday, was at least given 
the opportunity to make a speech in this third reading debate, and the member for Rockingham gave a wide-
ranging discourse that I found mildly interesting.  

Mr M. McGowan: Mildly?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: At best.  

Mr M. McGowan: You’ve written it down so you can copy it!  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member for Victoria Park talked about increasing royalties. It should be noted that 
Western Australia is constitutionally entitled through ownership of the resources to charge a royalty or price. The 
member for Victoria Park is right; it is about 20 per cent of the state government revenue. People might wonder 
what it is used for. It is used for schools, hospitals, roads and police stations. Every single cent is spent. Under 
the royalties for regions program, a lot is being spent in regional areas. What the mining industry pays for its 
resources has a wide-ranging benefit for Western Australians.  

Discussion got onto the goods and services tax and the like. I had some hope when the Prime Minister set up a 
review to look at the GST—even though it was designed not to come to a conclusion until after the date expected 
for the federal election—and I supported it in good faith. To review the GST is hardly rocket science. How can it 
take more than 18 months or two years to do that? At best, it is a six-month exercise that is not difficult, yet it 
has been stretched out. Now it has been severely compromised by that group being asked to not only review the 
GST but also look at the royalties system and design ways to penalise the states. What state? Only one that 
matters—Western Australia. That is what it is about. How horrific in Australian politics to have a Prime Minister 
give a letter to the federal Independents about penalising the states while publicly writing to Premiers and 
leaving out that paragraph. I think that is a very poor reflection on not only the individual but also the office of 
Prime Minister. I cannot recall a time in my 20 years in public life of a Prime Minister so blatantly threatening 
one of the states of the Australian Federation—threatening a state because it is successful.  

The one thing we have learnt from the far-ranging comments of the member for Rockingham in particular and 
some earlier comments by the Leader of the Opposition during question time is that at least there is an answer to 
the rhetorical question I asked them three weeks ago about whether the Labor Party in Western Australia 
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supports the minerals resource rent tax. I now take it without any equivocation that, yes, the Labor Party in 
Western Australia does support the minerals resource rent tax. We also know it supports the carbon tax. They are 
at least two things that have been made clear, and the public will form an opinion about that. Unfortunately, in 
supporting the minerals resource rent tax, the Labor Party is also clearly now supporting this extra layer of 
environmental assessment not simply on coal seam gas projects in Queensland or New South Wales, but on all 
extractive projects; in other words, all mining and petroleum projects across Australia—all. That is a complete 
misuse of the biodiversity legislation, and an appalling kowtowing by a government and a Prime Minister to one 
Independent. It is appalling negligence in the responsibility of office to govern the country for the benefit of all. 
It is one of the weakest and poorest decisions I have ever witnessed. I repeat what I said publicly; there are 
clearly environmental issues with coal seam gas that should be looked at scientifically. But to then jump from 
that and say we will set up an entirely new approvals process, and call a COAG meeting and demand that the 
Premiers sign up! I will tell members that at least one Premier will not sign that agreement. Western Australia 
will not sign it. Yet the opposition in Western Australia seems to support that as well.  

In conclusion, the member for Rockingham tried to vindicate Labor’s support for the minerals resource rent tax 
by saying, “Well, we’ll have an infrastructure fund.” The latest call on that is that Western Australia will get 
$200 million a year. I would like us to get $200 million; who would not? But how far will $200 million go?  

Mr M. McGowan: You didn’t listen to me.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: How far do members think $200 million will go? 

Mr M. McGowan: That’s not what I said.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: That is what the federal government is saying. 

Mr M. McGowan: No; I said there should be distribution according to the contribution —  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I do not care; it is not a matter of what it should be. The federal government is talking 
about $200 million a year to Western Australia which, over four years, will be $800 million. Probably one of the 
most significant infrastructure issues in Western Australia right now, which is a commonwealth responsibility, is 
Great Northern Highway. Has anyone driven along it recently? It is a disgrace. I drive on southern sections — 

Mr W.R. Marmion: I’m getting a figure for you.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: We are just getting a little figure to help out in this debate. Great Northern Highway 
carries all the construction vehicles and truck after truck carrying mining equipment, prefabricated modules 
et cetera, particularly on a Sunday morning when I drive on it.  

Mr M. McGowan: That is the point I was making.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: That is a commonwealth responsibility. It is highway 1.  

Mr M. McGowan: We are in furious agreement.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: It is a national highway, so it is a commonwealth responsibility. Has the commonwealth 
spent any money on it? It spent a little bit of money on the highway through Gingin, which is a dangerous area. 
The section of road through Miling is like one of the roads on Rottnest Island. Passenger cars can pass safely, but 
a truck and car cannot pass safely. If two trucks try to pass, their wheels go into the gravel and dirt. Every week 
hundreds of heavy vehicles travel backwards and forwards. I will ask the former Main Roads employee how 
much of highway 1 can be improved for $200 million a year.  

Mr W.R. Marmion: A good question. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: A good question. 

Mr W.R. Marmion: Thirty-five years ago, you could do 200 kilometres.  

Mr M. McGowan: I’m not sure that’s the answer he was looking for.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: No; let me take a guess. I would guess that $200 million would improve about 
50 kilometres today. I might be right; I might be wrong. I would guess that $200 million would do about 
50 kilometres of Great Northern Highway. How far is it to the Pilbara? About 1 800 kilometres of 
commonwealth infrastructure, so it would take 36 years to bring that road up to standard under what is a 
commonwealth responsibility—and members opposite think this is a great deal for Western Australia. It is a 
lousy deal.  

Mr M. McGowan: That is not what I said.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I can tell members right now that the commonwealth government will not buy the Liberal–
National government or this state for $200 million a year.  
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Mr M. McGowan: That is not what I said.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: But that is your justification.  

Mr M. McGowan: It is not. You didn’t listen to me.  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I did listen to you. Your justification for supporting the minerals resources rent tax — 

Mr M. McGowan: What did I say?  

Mr C.J. BARNETT: — and the damage it will do to this state is that we will get an infrastructure fund, which 
the federal government—your party—said is $200 million a year. My guess is that that would fix about 
50 kilometres a year of Great Northern Highway. Big deal! The commonwealth will not get Western Australia 
over the line on that. Nevertheless, I thank the members for their support for these two bills. I thank the members 
opposite for clarifying that they are right behind Julia Gillard and Wayne Swan. 

Mr M. McGowan interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: They are absolutely behind them! I would love to know what has happened, because 
clearly the Leader of the Opposition has, I am sure, had a phone call from Canberra saying, “Pull your head in. 
Don’t question the carbon tax. Don’t question the minerals resource rent tax, because, remember, as a Western 
Australian Labor Party you actually don’t have any say! You are part of one Labor Party. We’re in Canberra; we 
call the shots and we tell you what to do!” We have all seen it today. We have seen the Labor Party members 
say, “Yes, sir; no, sir!” They have lined up, taken their instructions and sold out their state! 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order, members for Victoria Park and Warnbro.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


